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Comings and Goings
One of our much-loved Psalms poetically talks about the Lord's providence and
care in all our 'comings and goings'. We're told: "The Lord will keep your going
out and your coming in from this time on and for evermore" (Psalm 121).
I wonder whether the current restrictions on our 'comings and goings' might give
these words a greater significance just now.
I'm also reminded of how Jesus refers to himself, equally poetically, as the 'gate'
for the sheep. Just as the shepherd, in the context of danger and of sheep stealing,
would overnight protectively lie across the entrance of the sheep fold, and in the
morning call the sheep out of the fold and lead them into new pasture, so, THIS is
the kind of relationship he wants US to have with Him. In short,
He cares for us...
He wants us to recognise his voice….
He wants us to follow him into fullness of life.
So, what I'd like us think about is how these pictures of comings and goings under
the care of the Lord might prove helpful to us. Especially as some have noted,
coming out of what's been called 'lockdown' is causing no small degree of
anxiety.
Some years ago, I met a man who was in the habit of pausing to pray whenever
he put his shoes on in the morning. The very act of tying his shoelaces was, for
him, a little ritual. He made a point of pausing to pray about where he expected
these shoes to take him that day. He took an opportunity to pray for those places,
for the people that he would meet and to ask for the Lord to guide his footsteps.
In the same way (since we're much out of practice these days), I wonder whether
as we get into the habit of using the door a little more frequently, we might find
ourselves pausing to pray whenever we turn the handle to go out?
In days past we may have been used to passing through this 'gateway' to the
outside world whenever we felt like it. We've been free to respond to all manner
of voices from within and without; whether impulses, desires or expectations, and
simply to go wherever and whenever we want.
But I wonder whether the restrictions of recent weeks might be an invitation to
think again about the voices we're listening to. I wonder also whether we might
get into the habit of pausing at the door, so as to consciously place ourselves in
the presence of Jesus?
This, I would suggest, is one way of receiving his promise to "keep our going out
and our coming in from this time on and for evermore". I think it's also a way of
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asking him to make what someone called, "all our goings, graces".
That is, as we go, we go through Christ (the gate) so as to bring his light and
blessing to those whom we meet.
My continuing prayers for you and your loved ones in all your 'comings and
goings'. Every blessing, David

St. Oswald's Church
As you will be aware, gathering for Worship at St. Oswald's has been suspended
for the time being following Government advice. Indeed, access to the building
has been severely restricted. Our thanks to those who have been keeping an eye
on things. As an aside, it's lovely to see the wild flowers growing in the unmown
churchyard!
We hope to receive further guidance about re-opening in the coming weeks. See
the Church websites for further information as it arrives.

St. Oswald's On-Line:
stoswaldsgrasmere.uk/
achurchnearyou.com/grasmere-st-oswald
A short Sunday Reflection is posted on our Youtube Channel each week. We hope
you find it helpful: resources.stoswaldsgrasmere.uk/channel/youtube-1

Other resources
During June, the Radio 4 morning service will reflect on the following themes:
Struggling:
15/06 How are you? (1 Samuel: 1 9-17)
16/06 Loneliness (Psalm 25: 16-21)
17/06 God in our struggles (Genesis 32 22-30)
19/06 The divided self (Romans 7:15-25)
Refocusing:
22/06 Time well spent (Luke 10:38-42)
23/06 Switching focus (Psalm 40: 1-3, 5)
24/06 Eat Rest Sleep (1 Kings 19: 1-9)
26/06 Peace of God (Philippians 4:4-9
/continued
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I can recommend the Church of England Website: www.churchofengland.org/
'Access Daily Services online'. Their range of suggestions and resources for
sustaining faith is growing daily.
Useful Apps to help with prayer:
Daily Prayer from the CofE: www.pray-as-you-go
If there is any way I which I can offer assistance or support in the coming weeks
(or if you simply want a chat) please do get in touch. David
Tel: 07305 777113

E-mail: rev.grasmererydal@hotmail.com

For your Prayers
Please join me in continuing to pray for the Parents, Staff and Governors of our
School, with gratitude for all that is being done for our young people and for the
safekeeping of them all.
Pray for our shops and other businesses in our Community, giving thanks for their
contribution to our common life, and that those who are struggling might find
their feet again in the coming months.
Do also give thanks to those maintaining our health and other essential services
and for the many acts of kindness and support shown to the vulnerable among us.

Prayer for those affected by coronavirus
Keep us, good Lord,
under the shadow of your mercy.
Sustain and support the anxious,
be with those who care for the sick,
and lift up all who are brought low;
that we may find comfort
knowing that nothing can separate us from your love
in Christ Jesus our Lord. Amen.
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For the Day
Lord Jesus Christ, you said to your disciples,
'I am with you always'.
Be with me today, as I offer myself to you.
Hear my prayers for others and for myself,
and keep me in your care.
Christ be with me, Christ within me,
Christ behind me, Christ before me,
Christ beside me, Christ to win me,
Christ to comfort and restore me.
Christ beneath me, Christ above me,
Christ in quiet, Christ in danger,
Christ in hearts of all that love me,
Christ in mouth of friend and stranger. from St Patrick’s Breastplate
O gracious and holy Father,
give us wisdom to perceive you,
diligence to seek you,
patience to wait for you,
eyes to behold you,
a heart to meditate upon you,
and a life to proclaim you,
through the power of the spirit
of Jesus Christ our Lord.
St Benedict

Flower Festival
Thank you to all those who volunteered to take part in the Flower
Festival. Unfortunately due to present circumstances the festival has
been cancelled.
Helen Bunfield Dee Rogers
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Remembering
How did it happen
That it came upon us?
Were we asleep
Before all this fuss?
Everything cancelled,
Diaries blacked-out,
Concerts and meetings
Holidays – there’s now’t.
Families together
E’en the Palace is banned,
Old films on the telly
The weather is grand.
Each day we go walking
Or rather I do,
For L has a scooter
So I run along too.
Everyone’s thoughtful
Need anything? Alright?
Kindness and friendship
New people smile bright.
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They’re usually working
Or don’t venture out.
We stand in a circle
No need to shout.
But will we remember
When all this is past
Goodwill, laughs and helping
When again we move fast.
We may just recall it
And think back and smile,
That when we were locked down
We were kinder awhile.
Melissa Harwood

Rushbearing 2020 is still on - virtually!
Saturday 11th July
Even though lockdown measures are easing the organising committee
has decided NOT to have an actual procession for Rushbearing this
year. However, we still feel that we should mark the occasion virtually!
There are several benefits to this. A digital Rushbearing would require
no social distancing, and it can be a global event, allowing those unable
to get to Grasmere to participate. Let's see how many people and how
many countries can be involved in this unique Rushbearing, with a
prize to the most interesting or exotically located 'bearing'.
For those of you who haven't made a bearing in the past, we intend to
host a YouTube session giving instructions in advance. We would then
like you to create your own bearing from household and garden items.
Please don't worry if you can't access rushes safely and easily, just be
inventive! Please email the images of your creation to
grasmererushbearing@gmail.com by Friday 10th July at 10pm.
When photographing your bearing, consider doing it in the garden or
somewhere with a great background, in landscape. Realism plus
creativity will be awarded prizes. PLEASE NOTE wild flowers and
stomping through farmers' fields without permission is not encouraged,
so surrealism is the order of the day. They say that necessity is the
mother of invention!
We are also looking for photographs and stories of previous times to
enhance our understanding of how Rushbearing has changed through
the years.
Our Priest in Charge, David Wilmot and the Ulverston Town Band have
agreed to support us.
We are open to suggestions as to how to make
Rushbearing 2020 as connective as possible. Keep
an eye on the village notice boards and log onto the
Grasmere Rushbearing facebook page for
further information.
Carrie Taylor
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WI News
As the last magazine went to press all future meetings had been called off due to
Covid-19. However, I had been invited to a Zoom meeting, a new experience
which I enjoyed, so I began to wonder if Grasmere WI could hold Zoom
meetings.
Our April 9th meeting had been scheduled to take place at Dove Cottage. I
contacted Jeff Cowton to see how he felt about an online meeting. He was
enthusiastic, and even offered to give us an illustrated talk about the
"Reimagining Wordsworth" project.
That’s was all the encouragement we needed. We experimented with a WI
Committee meeting on Zoom on 2nd April, which went much better than
expected! Louise Sykes volunteered to contact all our members to set them up on
Zoom. Practice sessions were held. Thanks Louise! A week later nearly 30
people came along to our online meeting at the Wordsworth Trust.
At the end of the meeting Jeff showed us letters from children in El Paso, Texas.
They had been part of a Wordsworth project and had written moving accounts of
their thoughts. Several of us volunteered to write back to them and Grasmere WI
letters and poems have been winging their way across the Atlantic.
In addition to our monthly meetings we get together on Zoom every Thursday at
2pm for a "Cheerful Chat", led by Jill Morrison. Usually about 20 people drop in
for an hour or so, to talk about a weekly theme and to share ideas and tips. We
plan to keep weekly meetings going for the foreseeable future.
Jane Caven suggested at one of our weekly chats that we could make a record of
how we felt during the lockdown. The same day Jeff Cowton sent round an email
to the History Group suggesting the same thing. Jane has been collecting our
experiences and liasing with Jeff on this. It’s been a fascinating experience. Jane
is one of our new members who hasn’t yet met all of us in person, but it’s worked
really well. Our contributions will be part of the Virtual Museum hosted by the
Wordsworth Trust.
Our May meeting saw Lilian Simmonds talk to us on the topic "Wordsworth,
Words, Wellbeing and Wuhan." At the end of the talk, the aim was to produce a
collaborative poem. Lilian is Senior Hospice Nurse with Hospice at Home West
Cumbria, and she has found poetry workshops a helpful process for people
dealing with difficult times.
She asked us three questions:
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•
•
•

What uncomfortable feelings do you have about Covid-19 and why do
you have that feeling?
What positive feelings and why?
What is one thing you might do or feel differently when this is over?

We emailed our answers to Lilian and she put our thoughts together in very
moving poem titled "Coronacoaster". We hope this poem will appear on the
Virtual Museum for everyone to read.
Louise has also set up a WI WhatsApp group which is very lively, keeping us
informed and entertained every day!
Our regular monthly meetings will continue online. On June 11th our topic will
be "Self Portraits". We will be asking about 15 members to talk for about 3
minutes about themselves, as we’ve realised there are lots of interesting stories to
share.
During April and May eight new members have joined us. We haven’t been able
to meet together in real life, but we’ve been making new friends online.
Some of our members are not involved in our Zoom and WhatsApp groups, but
all receive our regular emails, and we are also making use the good old fashioned
telephone to keep in touch with everyone.
The motto of the WI is "Inspiring Women" We’ve been told we’ve inspired other
village groups to get together via Zoom. Other local WIs have also been
encouraged by our example to set up online meetings during this time. Grasmere
WI leading the way! Sue Dixon (President)

Knit and Nat
We are managing by the wonders of zoom to hold virtual meetings. The first
time I volunteered to set up a meeting I felt on the edge of my comfort zone and
was sure no one would be able to connect. With that in mind I organised a 'mini'
meeting with Carrie, Jennifer and myself; all went smoothly so the following day
I confidently set up another meeting where we had eight members join together
for plenty of nattering and some of us knitted. Most importantly, we connected
with each other after a few weeks of lock down. Not all members join in so after
our meetings I telephone members who are not able to connect to bring them
up to date with the rest of the group.
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We have even been joined by Loes Oostdam from the Netherlands who visits
Grasmere every year and comes to our meetings. Loes has shown us her
amazing garden. This prompted viewings of other members' gardens on
WhatsApp; our group became almost like Gardeners World, we were just missing
Monty Don (shame).
These meetings have given us the opportunity to show projects we have been
busy with during lock down. They have included a very smart waistcoat knitted
as a birthday present, cross stitch projects, hats, scarves and gloves for the shoe
boxes, and knitted toy nurses which will be donated to the shoeboxes if they are
not all claimed by admirers before November, they are rather lovely. Another
project is a colourful knitted blanket for an adult bed. Our busiest knitter has
shared photographs of her box of knitted and crocheted goodies she has sent to
St. James' hospital, Leeds. The box contained: cardigans, hats, blankets and
some hearts which new mums wear against their skin, then when they can visit
their babies they leave it in the incubator for the baby and take another.
I think in these unprecedented times it has become clear that for some of us the
need to be crafty and creative not only helps to pass the time but gives us a
welcome relief from our thoughts. Christine Batey

Grasmere History Group
I wrote recently about an idea to create a record of Grasmere life through a series
of ‘things’ and the personal meanings they hold for us as individuals.
The idea is to create a museum of such ‘things’ (could be a photo of a real object
e.g. bottle of cleaning fluid; a place e.g. an empty car park or a sound e.g. the
clanging of a gate) – and that attached to each ‘thing’ goes a story which
describes why it speaks to us of the lockdown period. It will most likely be a
meaning which we couldn’t have imagined ourselves writing just a few weeks
ago. It speaks specifically of this very moment.
One sight that strikes me every time I see it is the passing of an empty 555 bus.
So I have photographed one and written a few sentences about how it shocks me
in the same way as the sight of empty fields during Foot and Mouth in 2001. We
don’t have to write much – just enough to capture the essence.
I am creating a website of images of these ‘things’, each linked to the story they
illustrate. I have greatly enjoyed reading these – they really do speak of this
moment, and will do again if we can read them in a year’s time. The website
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address will be sent to the History Group contact list when it goes live. We will be
creating a fascinating record for people to read in years to come.
Please do share this idea with people outside of Grasmere – we could create a
separate online exhibition for non-Grasmerians… Jeff Cowton

An empty car park
White Moss Common lies at the southern end of Grasmere parish. William
Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy loved the area. I am fortunate to live at White
Moss House, bought by Wordsworth for his son, Willie in 1827. The Wordsworth
family lived at White Moss until the 1930s, a time when there were only two
buses a day and very few cars on the A591 road, by which the house is located.
As a child in the 1950s I remember family outings from my home in Lancashire
to White Moss for walks and picnics. At the time there was only space to park
two cars in the car park.
In recent years the car park at White Moss has expanded enormously. On sunny
days hundreds of people park to enjoy the beautiful walks to Grasmere beach, to
climb Loughrigg Fell, or to walk around Rydal Water. Many of the paths have
been rebuilt to allow access by wheelchairs and push chairs.
On a Bank Holiday weekend the car park is usually full to overflowing.
Sometimes cars queue to find a space.
Friday 8th May 2020 was the 75th Anniversary of VE Day. The usual Mayday
holiday was moved to the VE weekend. The weather was beautiful- dry, warm
and sunny. The White Moss Car Park was empty. We had all been told to "Stay
Home, Save Lives, Protect the NHS" because of the Covid-19 Pandemic. The
road outside my house was very, very quiet. Police patrolled the car park and
stopped cars and motorbikes that they suspected of travelling to the Lakes on
"non essential business", something the government had banned.
I took photographs of the empty car park, and
while doing so chatted to police in a patrol van.
Moments later they set off with lights flashing to
check on a passing pair of people on motorbikes.
The A591 is the main road though the lakes. It can
be very busy and noisy to live near. The weekend
was very quiet. Whilst is it lovely to sit in my
garden and hear the birds, I am really looking forward to a time when the road is
busy again, the car park is full, and Covid-19 is just a memory. Sue Dixon
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Wordsworth 250 Postscript
It is now fifty years since the bi-centennial festival in Grasmere for the birthday
of William Wordsworth. I remember this enjoyable event so very well as I was on
holiday at The Rectory during the celebrations in 1970. My uncle, the Canon
R.C. Tait, was very involved with its planning. In 1950 he had also been an active
organiser of the centennial events for the poet's death in 1850.
A commemorative service was held in St. Oswald’s, where one of the lessons was
read by Wordsworth’s great-great grandson the actor Richard Wordsworth. He
had forgotten to bring his reading glasses. My uncle was much amused when he
had to ask the Bishop of Ripon if he could borrow his pair!
Later in that week he presented his wonderful solo show about his ancestor’s life
and works, 'The Bliss Of Solitude' a tour-de-force from that late fine actor who
possessed such a memorable voice. The tribute was filled with the Laureate’s
poetry, his sister Dorothy’s Journals and dynamic links that traced the poet’s life.
Richard went on to found The Wordsworth Summer School and became a
resident whose directorial work in The Grasmere Players took the already high
standards they held to an even more prominent level.
It was those same players who presented Wordsworth’s one and only play 'The
Borderers' in the Village Hall during that week. This was an ambitious ‘World
premiere’ as the play, written between 1795-97, was rejected by the management
of the Covent Garden Theatre as being "impossible that it should succeed in the
representation".
The company made the most worthy attempt to prove them wrong. It had songs
and music especially composed for the production by Mr. Reginald Griffiths, the
fine church organist, a talented local music teacher who conducted the musicians.
I thoroughly enjoyed and applauded the production but sadly the national
newspaper critics thought much the same as those 200 years earlier! They did
however give these accomplished amateurs much praise for their bold and
professional attempt to make the play work. David Owen-Bell
David is nephew of the late Canon Tait, Rector of Grasmere 1945-73.
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Grasmere Village Society
When I wrote the GVS report for the last magazine edition I said the coronavirus
crisis was a rapidly evolving situation. Little did I realise that things would spiral
so quickly into a nightmare of total lockdown, tens of thousands of deaths and a
wrecked economy.
Of course our health and wellbeing are the most important things and the village
has been coping well. A support network of friends and neighbours, a sensible
adherence to recommended actions and movements, and the knowledge that this
will pass have sustained us.
The Grasmere Covid Help group is an excellent source of local help and
initiatives, and the Co-op and Pharmacy have both been towers of strength.
Although lockdown is gradually being lifted we are a very long way from a return
to normal and there are no plans yet to set dates for the AGM or annual dinner.
Committee meetings are also cancelled at present. Many thanks to Will Clark
who has circulated two newsletters with helpful information and advice.
The Broadgate Meadow playground project has been on hold during the
pandemic, but SLDC plan to commence drainage work at the end of June. This
will take 2-3 weeks to complete and then the playground contractors will return to
finish the turf laying and other finishing touches. Fingers crossed.
The society would like to welcome new members and welcome back members
who have not yet renewed their subscriptions. Please contact membership
secretary Will Clark. Nick McCraith (GVS Vice-Chair)

Allan Bank
Just to keep the community aware of our plans. The National Trust are looking
forward to welcoming people back, and are starting to open some of their car
parks in England, in line with government advice. Car parks which are staffed and
have facilities will take longer.
For the moment our houses, gardens and parklands remain closed. In order to
maintain social distancing when they re-open we plan to introduce a booking
system. We’ll be updating our website with more info on how and when we’ll be
opening, so please check before visiting.
Allan Bank is closed. When we are permitted to open the garden and grounds
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we will use a booking system with time limited slots throughout the day to allow
for social distancing. If you are a local resident with a free admission pass for the
grounds please ring us first on 015394 35143 on the day of your visit to check if
we have any spare allocation.
The safety of our staff, volunteers, visitors and local communities remains our
priority. Look after yourselves,
Elaine Taylor Visitor Experience & Volunteering Manager Allan Bank

Grasmere Sports and Show 2020 cancelled.
After careful consideration the Directors of Grasmere Sports have sadly made
the decision to cancel the 2020 Sports.

This would have been the 170th Show, a regular event since 1868 and unbroken
except for two periods, the First and Second World Wars.
We kept trying to be optimistic as we know this is a day enjoyed by competitors,
exhibitors and everyone who makes this day the event it is, but with current
regulations and guidelines we feel unable to hold a safe and enjoyable event.
We have already started planning for Sunday 29th August 2021. Please put the
date in your diary and we look forward to welcoming you to the Sports field then.
Christine Shaw Director

Food Bank Update
Thank you lovely Grasmere people for your continued generosity and thoughtful
donations of food and funds through the recent period of uncertainty.
We are pleased Nicola Ablitt has joined the team and is already making a massive
difference, shopping, delivering and cooking, on top of her efforts running the
Covid19 volunteer group.
Your donations ensured every request was met with a generous parcel in the last
month including some cooked goodies (Thanks Carrie!).
Please continue to give what you can as little things really mean a lot! We are
short of coffee (but not tea!), cleaning products, biscuits, crisps and snacks,
squash, jam, ketchup and par-baked rolls.
Sanitary products are now available free of charge both at the Coop and
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Pharmacy for those in need but anything else you wish to give is welcomed.
If you are experiencing hardship or know anyone who might need help please
message Nicola, Will or Vicky or pop a phone number in the box in the
Pharmacy.
Nicola Ablitt 07725057153
Will Clark 015394-35070/07435596596
Vicky Hughes 07960590531

Grasmere Covid-19 Community Support Group
The Editors, being of advanced years, are among those advised to self-isolate.
We contacted the Group, and Nicola had no hesitation in arranging help. We are
impressed how Grasmere has come together in this way and are truly grateful for
their enthusiastic support.
Myself and Linzi Reardon set the Grasmere Covid Community Support
Group at the start of the pandemic when vulnerable groups were advised
to self isolate for 12 weeks along with those that had symptoms of covid. I
was concerned how individuals perhaps with no family members or
families having to isolate would cope, how would they be able to get their
groceries and medicines.
Having grown up here all my life and knowing the community well, I
thought it was appropriate for me to try and help in some small way.
Linzi set up the Facebook page where we could share information with the
community, and individuals who live away but have family members living
here could access help and advice.
We posted a message to see who could offer their time as a volunteer and
we were overwhelmed with locals new and old offering their support.
Today we have over fifty volunteers on our list and we can offer to shop,
deliver medicines, dog walking, a check in & chat service and delivering
newspapers for those self isolating.
It’s been really humbling to see our community pull together in this time
of need and makes me truly grateful to call Grasmere home. Nicola
To contact the Group, call Nicola on 07725 057153
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New Biography of Beatrix Potter
The Real Beatrix Potter by Nadia Cohen is a
fascinating new biography of a beloved children's author
whose books have enchanted generations of readers.
Beatrix Potter's famous little white books have
enchanted generations of young readers who adored the
characters she created and of course her own distinctive
illustrations.

•

Since Victorian convention considered educating girls to be pointless, Beatrix
learnt about the anatomy of animals by sneaking them into the nursery of
their Kensington mansion, where she gassed and dissected them herself.

•

She defied her socially ambitious parents by accepting her publisher's offer of
marriage, but he tragically died just a month later.

•

A trailblazing feminist, she fled to the Lake District and bought her own farm
without any financial help from a man - a scandalous thing to do at the time.

•

She built up a property empire, buying dozens of farms and swathes of land
to protect it from the onslaught of ruthless developers looking to exploit the
new found popularity of the Lake District.

•

Defying convention did not marry until she was 47, far too late for her to
have children of her own, and so she left all her property and over 4000 acres
of land to the National Trust, a newly established charity she supported from
its infancy.

The Real Beatrix Potter is the latest in a series of in-depth biographies by Nadia
Cohen about apparently whimsical children's story tellers whose lives hid a
darker side behind the public façade. Others in the series include The
Extraordinary Life of AA Milne, The Real Roald Dahl and The Real Enid Blyton.
White Owl Books, April 2020, 978 152 675275 8 RRP £14.99

The book is of course available from Grasmere's favourite bookshop with the usual
local discounts! Telephone orders 35374, email: info@samreadbooks.co.uk
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CONTACTS
St Oswald’s Parish Church
Church Stile, Grasmere LA22 9SW
Priest-in-charge: The Rev. David Wilmot
St. Mary's Vicarage, Ambleside Road, Windermere LA23 1BA
Tel: 07305 777113 email: rev.grasmererydal@hotmail.com
Weddings, Baptisms and Funerals - please contact David
Wardens:

Mrs Sonia Rickman, Tel: 015394 35603
email: sonia.rickman@yahoo.com
Mrs Helen Bunfield

Treasurer:

Mr John Rickman

Organist: Mr Ian Hare MA MusB 017684 83886 ian.c.hare@outlook.com

Church Website: stoswaldsgrasmere.uk

Other church contacts
Rydal St. Mary's

Churchwarden Pam Coates 015394 32449

Methodist Minister: Deacon Maggie Patchett, 1 Applerigg,
Patterdale Road, Windermere LA23 1EW Tel: 015394 42971
Email: deaconmaggie@slakesmethodist.org.uk.
Roman Catholic Priest:
Father Kevan Dorgan, Our Lady’s Church, Lake Road, Windermere,
LA23 2EQ. Tel: 015394 43402
Mass 9.30am every Sunday at Mater Amabilis, Ambleside
Quaker - Friend In Residence:
Terry Winterton. Glenthorne Quaker Centre & Guest House, Easedale
Rd, LA22 9QH Tel: 015394 35389 email; info@glenthorne.org
URC Minister:
The Revd. Martyn Coe, Carver Church, Windermere, LA23 2BY
Tel: 01539 533223
Central Lakes Mission Community
Rev. Beverley Lock 33205 reverend.beverley@gmail.com
Rev. John Dixon 36301 jjcedixon@btinternet.com
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